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1 Introdution: The Semantis of Salarity and Grad-

ability

�This paper attempts to generalize the approah that was developed for ases

like eat the apple to other ases, in partiular, prediates that express movement

in spae, ... or prediates that express hanges of properties...�

Krifka (1998)

�I want to laim that event struture follows from a more basi and more

general property of events, event shape. The shape of an event is the trajetory

of ontour that is assoiated to that event in spae or in a salar or oneptual

domain.�

Zwarts (2006)

�Gradability is a fundamentally important semanti property, whose in�uene

extends beyond adjetives to other lexial ategories.�

Kennedy and MNally (2005)

We an formalize the algebrai properties of paths, independent of the partiular sortal do-

main (most relevantly, times, loations, properties.)

Terminology

A path an be modeled as a ontinuous funtion from a real interval [0,1℄ to temporal/spatial/property-

sale points. If p is suh a funtion, then p(0) is the starting point of the path, p(1) is its

end point, and for every index i between 0 and 1, p(i) is an intermediate point. In this way,

a path orresponds roughly to a sequene of positions.

(de�nition taken from Zwarts 2006)

Over the set of paths, we an de�ne a sub-path relation ≤, a onatenation operation +

(whih is partial), and a reversal operation ¬.

Cumulative paths are those whih are losed under onatenation. In the temporal domain

∗
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this orresponds ateliity. It is fashionable to use umulativity as a ross-ategorial notion,

de�ning mass quantities in the nominal domain, and ateliity in the verbal aktionsartal do-

main. Cumulativity also applies to spatial paths, distinguishing unbounded from bounded

trajetories.

(Krifka 1992, Krifka 1998, )

Within the domain of property sales, open intervals are distinguished from losed intervals

(Kennedy 1999, Kennedy and MNally 2005)

The abstrat paths orresponding to di�erent ategories interat in semantially preditable

and systemati ways when in lose syntati relationship, often via some kind of homomor-

phism: VP teliity is a�eted by the boundedness or quantizedness of the diret objet for a

ertain lass of verbs (Verkuyl 1972, Krifka 1992); VP teliity is a�eted by the umulativity

of the PP in omplement position to the verb (Zwarts 2005); the teliity/boundedness of a

deadjetival VP is determined by the boundedness of the sale of the underlying adjetival

property (Hay et al. 1999).

2 The Mapping to Syntax

2.1 The Internal Struture of V

Hypothesis from Ramhand (2008)

VPs (ignoring the initiation omponent) an be deomposed into proess and result portions,

giving two types of dynami event, and one pure stative possibility.

(1) A. Ativity Verb

proP

pro XP

(2) B. Aomplishment/Ahievement Verb

proP

pro resP

res XP
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(3) C. Stative Verb

resP

res XP

The way event shape is analyzed here, there is assumed to be a disrete break between

proess and result sub events. This is di�erent from a more ontinuous notion, where teliity

is aligned with the failure of losure under mereologial sum formation. Atually, these

notions are di�erent. The again test of von Stehow (1996), Bek and Johnson (2002), is a

test for small lause subevents.

(4) (a) Kayleigh daned again (repetitive)

(b) Kayleigh pushed the art again (repetitive)

() Kayleigh read the book again (repetitive)

(d) Kayleigh walked the trail again (repetitive)

(e) Kayleigh opened the door again (repetitive/restitutive)

(f) Kayleigh broke the stik again (repetitive/restitutive)

(g) Kayleigh put the book down again. (repetitive/restitutive)

(5) John pushed the art over again. (repetitive and restitutive)

Mary lawed the box open again. (repetitive and restitutive)

Notie that this notion of proess-result omplexity is a stronger notion than umulatively.

A verb phrase like read the book (on the `read the whole book' reading) omes out as non-

umulative, but it does not seem to have resultative substruture.

2.2 The Internal Struture of P

From Zwarts (2005):

(6) How diretional prepositions relate paths to loations:

`at' `in' `on' `above'

soure prepositions p(0) from out of o�

goal prepositions p(1) to into onto

route prepositions p(i) via/past through aross, over over

For Zwarts prepositional path umulativity uts aross the three ategories of diretional

prepositions. In addition, for Zwarts, relating paths to loations re�ets the logi of se-

manti omposition, but does not orrespond diretly to a syntati deomposition of path

over plae. Syntati work on the deomposition of PP, however, uses the logi of semanti

omposition, ombined with evidene from morphologial typology to argue for a Path pro-

jetion dominating a Plae projetion in the syntax ( Koopman 2000, van Riemsdijk 1990,

Svenonius 2010, Kraht 2002). In languages where distintive morphology is found, the plae

morpheme is always loser to the root than path morphology (f. Svenonius (2010), Kraht

(2002)). Thus, we get deompositions suh as the following.
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(7) Standard Deomposition

PpathP

Ppath PlocP

(to/from/via)

Ploc LoationP

PlocP expresses a spatial relationship to an atomi loation. The onstrution of paths refers

to the building up of a omplex loation onsisting of an ordered set of atomi loations.

PpathP: PlocP an further now optionally ombine with a Ppath head whih onstruts an

ordered set of loations based on Ploc and applies it to the Figure.

In this deomposition, having Ppath over Ploc does not reate quantizedness neessarily, it

just re�ets the logi of ompositionality. So, in the P domain, quantizedness is de�ned

holistially and mereologially and no independent distintion is made between the deom-

positions that build in a disrete transition to �nal loation into the deomposition and those

that do not.

1

3 P and V are Syntatially and Semantially Commen-

surable

There are some reasons to suspet that P and V are atually speaking the same language. In

Zwarts (2006), it is proposed that all events have some kind of sequential `loation' . After

Rothstein (2004), he assumes that if two events are spatiotemporally adjaent, then they an

be onatenated into a `singular' event. Trae in the formula below is a homomorphism

from events to paths that preserves onatenative struture.

(8) [[ V PP ]] = { e ∈ [[ V ]] : trae(e) ∈ [[ PP ]]

(9) (a) John ran. (ateli)

(b) John ran through the woods (ateli V + umulative PP = ateli VP)

() John ran to the store/into the woods (ateli V + quantized PP = teli VP)

1

In addition, the omplement of Ploc is also itself omplex and must denote a loational sort ℓ rather

than an entity e. I label this LoationP to distinguish it from DP whih denotes in the domain of entities.

It orresponds most losely to AxpartP in Svenonius's work, or PlaeP in Kayne's work). Cruially, the Lo

head is a type-shifter in this deomposition and not a relator, like Ploc.
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(10) B. Closed PpathP B. Aomplishment/Ahievement

PpathP proP

Ppath PlocP pro resP

Ploc LoationP res XP

(11) Aomplishment PP Aomplishment/Ahievement VP

. . . into the woods. . . . enter the room

. . . to the store. write the dissertation.

As in the VP domain, the embedding relation is interpreted as `leads-to', giving resultativity

for the VP deomposition and TO-Path in the PpathP deomposition.

2

via-paths on the other hand would be the analogue of Ativity verbs, whih do not embed

a result loation, but onstrut the path diretly from the Ground objet.

(12) A. Open PathP A. Ativity Verb

PpathP proP

Ppath LoationP pro XP

(13) Ativity PP Ativity VP

. . . through the garden. . . . dane a tango

. . . along the river . . . walk the streets

2

Soure Paths have a more ompliated struture, and do not form a homogeneous lass. In some ases,

we would argue that they involve a simple goal-path struture embedded under a reversative head, as in

Pantheva (2011). In the ase of out, the reversative head is probably more stati, reversing the vetors

de�ning an inner loational spae to reate the negative ounterpart of that spae. This in turn an be

embedded under a goal-path in the aomplishment way. Still other so-alled soure paths might be

simple Ppath heads without PlocP substruture at all. It is well known that rosslinguistially Goal Paths

are more salient and easier to aquire than Soure Paths. I take this to be a result of the primay of the

leads-to ombinatoris that reates them. Detailed disussion of Soure vs. Goal is beyond the sope of this

paper.
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So whih view is orret? Can we show that through-paths di�er from Goal-Paths

in not embedding PlocP substruture? Let us apply the again test from Bek and Johnson

(2002) (from von Stehow 1996)

(14) (a) John pushed the art into the woods again (repetitive/restitutive)

(b) John pushed the art through the garden again (repetitive)

Thus, in addition to the Ppath ombining with PlocP to reate a derived Path based on a

loation, we also allow Ppath to ombine diretly with a LoationP.

3.1 Modi�ed Typology of P in English

In what follows, I will assume that the best test for determining whether a PP is a PpathP

or PlocP in English is whether it gives rise to loational or direted motion interpretations

under non-inherently direted verbs of motion suh as dane (f. Higginbotham 2001).

3.1.1 Simple Loations

(15) Loated Motion Reading:

John daned in the room

on the table.

at the party.

above the surfae of the water.

below the table.

beside the table.

between the trees.

(16) Simple Atomi Loations (a)

PlocP Denotes a loative relation

Ploc LoationP Denotes an atomi loation (Type e)

in

on

at
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(17) Simple Atomi Loations (b)

PlocP

Ploc LoationP

in

Loation DP

above

below

beside

(18) Simple Atomi Loations ()

PlocP

Ploc LoationP

Loation DP

between

3.1.2 Simple Paths

(19) Direted Motion Reading:

John daned through the streets

along the river.

aross the �eld.

up the street.

down the street.

over the bridge.

under the bridge.

3

In all of these ases, the sentenes above with again modi�ation only get the repetitive

reading and not the restitutive reading.
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(20) Simple Paths (a)

PpathP Denotes a path relation homomorphi to LoationP

Ppath LoationP Denotes a (non-atomi) loation (Type e)

through

up

down

Loation DP

(21) Simple Paths (b)

PpathP

Ppath LoationP

Loation DP

along

aross

over

under

3.1.3 Complex Paths

(22) Direted Motion Reading:

John daned to the river

into the ave.

onto the platform.

Here the again test gives both a restitutive and a repetitive reading.

(23) Complex Paths (a)

PpathP Path relation leading to PlocP relation

Ppath PlocP Loative relation

Ploc LoationP Denotes (atomi) loation (type e)

to At

Loation DP
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(24) Complex Paths (b)

PpathP

Ppath PlocP

to

Ploc LoationP

in

on

Loation DP

3.1.4 Another Type of Complex Path

Another important way of getting stati loations out of pathPs is to reate a Cresswellian

loation, as Svenonius has argued, via a G head whih piks out the loation `at the end of

an imagined journey along the path'. I assume with Svenonius that this is a Ploc, but that

is it not simple in the sense that it is atually derived from Ppath substruture.

(25) (a) The post o�e is just over the hill.

(b) The band was playing aross the �eld.

(26) PlocP

Ploc PpathP

G

`end of a journey'

The Cresswellian paths an also then be added to result verbs, to speify a �nal loation

for the result.

In addition, many via-paths in English an also get a oered goal-path reading, in

ases where the end of the via-path is a onventionally salient loation, and espeially when

the verb itself has resultative substruture. In these ases, I would assume that there is

prediational substruture in the PP.

(27) (a) John walked through the tunnel again. (repetitive and restitutive of �nal loation)

NB: The shift to a sale denoting in the domain of properties does not stop the PP so formed

from ombining reliably aspetually with a V to give a teli prediation under homomor-

phism.

(28) John sank into despair again.
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Further, the ategory of partiles, gives another example of items whih modify VPs and

PPs equally, adding diretional information to both kinds of path.

(29) (a) John pushed the art over./John pushed over the art.

(b) John pushed the art over into the hole.

() Mary rode the bike down towards the sea.

(d) May pressed the stikers down./Mary pressed down the stikers.

Taking Stok:

-The fat that rosslinguistially, Vs and Ps ombine to jointly determine a VP path with

�uid boundaries for division of labour also seems to indiate that V and P are lexializing

the same kinds of Path notions.

4

4 Adjetives and Salar Struture

The Kamp (1975) and Klein (1980) version of adjetive denotation has the normal property

denotation, with salar struture in the ognitive struturing of the domain of properties that

allows the language user to partition the property into a positive extension and a negative

extension, whih are ontextually variable.

(30) [[ `Expensive'(x) ]] c
= 1 i� x is in the positive extension of `Expensive' in .

[[ `Expensive'(x) ]] c
= 0 i� x is in the negative extension of `Expensive' in .

[[ `Expensive'(x) ]] c
is unde�ned otherwise.

The denotation in Kennedy (1999) however, rei�es the notion of sale and in partiular,

a variable for degrees on a sale, and gives the following denotation for an adjetive suh as

expensive.

(31) [[ expensive ]] = λdλx. [expensive(x) = d℄

To be of the right type to prediate over an individual, an adjetive must ombine with

an abstrat head alled pos, whih determines the ontextual value for the degree standard

above whih the entity quali�es as being `expensive' in a ontext.

(32) [[ pos ]] = λGλx∃d[standard(d)(G)() & G(d)(x)℄

At least aording to Kennedy (1999) and subsequent work, underlying sales are indeed

part of the ore meaning of all adjetives. In partiular, Kennedy and MNally (2005) argue

that the sales underlying adjetival denotations ome in four main types (where R is an

ordering relation and ∆ is a dimension).

4

Crosslinguistially, we also �nd di�erenes in tendenies in division of labour between V and P: lassi

Verb framed vs. Satellite framed languages di�er with respet to whether the verb usually lexializes path

notions itself, or whether it relies on other satellites (often in the P domain) to do so.(Talmy 1985). The

very possibility of this kind of variation is underwritten by the ommensurability of the types of sales that

P and V denote.
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(33) (a) < D(0,1) , R, ∆ > totally open

(b) < D[0,1) , R, ∆ > lower losed

() < D(0,1] , R, ∆ > upper losed

(d) < D[0,1] , R, ∆ > totally losed

K & MN use modi�ational diagnostis to distinguish the di�erent types. Here are some

examples of the lassi�ation. (NB: The diagnostis do not always give sharp results in all

ases).

totally open: short/long

upper losed: safe/dangerous

lower losed: loud/quiet

totally losed: empty/full

Note that there are generalizations about the relative vs. absolute nature of the adje-

tive and the nature of the sale. As well as generalizations about omplementarity and the

nature of the sale.

GeneralizationI: Closed sales give rise to absolute interpretations.

Generalization II: Open sales give rise to relative interpretations.

Generalization III: If two antonymi adjetives have relative standards, you never get perfet

omplementarity.

Kennedy and MNally take the underlying sale to be part of the ore meaning of all positive

adjetives (in addition to absolute vs. relative). They an explain generalizations II and III,

but not generalization I.

In addiition, a distintion is often made between `partial' and `total' adjetives. (Cruse

(1980), Yoon 1996 Rotstein and Winter 2004).

(34) (a) Are the toys dirty ? (yes, if some of them are dirty): partial

(b) Are the toys lean? (yes means they are all lean) : total

Partial adjetives: `minimum standard' (lower losed) aording to Kennedy and MNally

Total adjetives: `maximum standard' (upper losed)

Absolute vs. relative adjetives inlude lexial information that ensures that their standards

are �xed appropriately in the positive form. Kennedy deomposes even the absolute standard

adjetives beause they an be ompared via omparative morphology.

4.1 Commensurability of V and A?

For Kennedy (1999), sales are ommensurable if they an be ompared, indiating they

inhabit the same `dimension'. I will be using the term in a related but more spei�ally

linguisti way: sales are ommensurable if they an o-desribe the same event.

We have already seen that PPs and Vs an o-desribe the same motion event.
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If APs behaved like PPs, then open sale adjetives would give rise to ateli property hanges,

and losed sale adjetives would give rise to reli property hanges. However, aording to

Wehsler (2001) only losed sale adjetives (and non-gradable adjetives) form adjetival

resultatives easily at all. And then the result is always teli. The again test with adjetival

resultatives shows uniformly ambiguous behaviour.

(35) (a) Mary shot Bill dead.

(b) The puddle froze solid/*slippery/*dangerous.

() The oah trained his players *tired.

(d) John wiped it lean/dry/smooth/*dirty/*wet/*stained.

In fat, adjetival resultatives denote a stative �nal property; they do not ontribute a prop-

erty sale of hange.

(36) (a) John washed the table lean.

Doesn't mean he washed it leaner and leaner

(b) John showered lean.

Doesn't mean he showered leaner and leaner

() John daned warm.

Doesn't mean that he daned himself warmer and warmer.

(37) Testing AP Modi�ation with again

(a) John washed his shirt for hours in the washing mahine.

(b) John washed his shirt again. (repetitive only)

() John washed his shirt lean again. (repetitive and restitutive).

What this shows is that gradability is not required for adjetival seondary prediation,

with nongradable and absolute standard adjetives preferred, and the teliity of the result

does not trak the sale of the adjetive.

The laim in Hay et al. (1999) is that open sale adjetives give rise to ateli prediations

and losed sale adjetives give rise to teli prediations. Consider the data in (38)

(38) (a) John leaned the house for hours/in two hours.

(b) John ooled the pie for 10 min/in only 5 minutes.

() The shortened the skirt in 3 hours.

(d) The days shortened over the ourse of the holiday.

(e) Mary shortened the baby's nap time gradually over 6 months.

(f) John emptied the water from the tank for a bit, until the amount was manageable

again.

(g) John straightened the metal for a bit and then gave up.

(h
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The workers widened the road.

(i) The road widened a bit and then narrowed again.

In fat, the behaviour of these verbs seems better explained if the adjetival soure is a

omparative (whih erases distintions in the positive form) and is always ambiguous. In

ases where we an see a stem di�erene, deadjetival verbs form from the omparative stem,

not the positive one. (See Bobaljik 2012 for extensive disussion of this generalization)

Although both APs and PPs an be simple prediations under be, in their properties as

adjunts, or traditional `modi�ers', the two ategories very learly divide.

...it is ross-linguistially typial of PPs that they form adjunts (as well as

omplements) to projetions of both verbs and nouns (f. van Riemsdijk 1998).

In this they ontrast with DPs and VPs, whih do not so freely form adjunts.

pg 15 Svenonius (2006).

Even when APs do seem to modify VPs they do not take the event as their external

argument, but some individual argument partiipant in event.

(39) a. John �opped down on the sofa, dog-tired.

b. Clean at last, Mary got out of the shower.

4.2 Evidene for Syntatially Represented Sales inside Positive

As

Commensurability aside, the evidene for the lexial adjetive denoting something measur-

able diretly is atually airly weak. For example, following Zwarts and Winter (2000), we

might expet that modi�ation by a measure phrase would diagnose the `vetor' or salar

nature of an adjetive denotation. In fat, while some open sale adjetives take measure

phrases, many (most) do not.

(40) six foot tall/*�ve foot short.

7 inhes deep/*3 inhes shallow.

*3 lbs heavy/*3 lbs light.

All omparatives, on the other hand an ombine with measure phrases. These learly

must denote sales/paths

(41) �ve inhes shorter.

3 inhes shallower.

3 pounds lighter.

To �nesse this problem, Shwarzshild (2002) ) divides modi�ers into degree modi�ers

and range modi�ers and laims that they atually apply to things of di�erent type.
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(42) Degree Operators Range Prediates

very muh

too a lot

so a little

enough little

-er, more, less a bit

as enough

that measure phrases (3lbs)

Assuming sales to be basi for adjetives might be pleasing for some semanti reasons

and �nd ertain kinds of abstrat motivation, but the omparison with the prepositional

ase is telling. Unlike the situation with P (and V), the deomposition into the equivalent

of `path' and `plae' (i) doesn't make sense of the natural lasses within the ategory A, (ii)

doesn't explain the external distribution of measure phrase or other modi�ers, (iii) doesn't

predit the behaviour of A in ombination with other salar strutures (even under on�a-

tion) (iv) is not morphologially substantiated aross languages. If sales are part of the

internal semantis of adjetives then they are so in a way that is opaque to the syntax.

5 Conlusion

•Gradability aross ategories is a semanti reality that has to do with human ognition and

the traking of hange and di�erene in the world. In and of it itself, it tells us nothing

about how linguisti ategories are organized.

•Understanding what is speial to human language must involve distinguishing ognitive

systems subserving the symboli system, and the atoms of the symboli system itself.

•When it omes to path struture, the evidene seems to be that aspets of it are linguistially

represented in both V and P, and that these two linguisti ategories are `ommensurable'

in the sense of being able to o-de�ne the same event shape.

•The expliit enoding of quantizedness omes learly in the enoding of results. Result

seems to be represented as a disrete independent strutural omponent of paths.
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